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Modern electronics devices and systems, computers and telecommunications are developing due 

to the achievements in nanotechnologies – a new scientific and applied field that uses the application 

of methods and techniques that provide the possibility to form in a controlled manner and modify 

objects comprising of components of size less than 100 nm.  This article discusses some problems, the 

current state and the most likely future in the development of the aforementioned fields. 
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1. Introductions 

Nanotechnology is the engine of the coming next 

industry revolution, that changes the objectives and 

the field of vision as of sciences as physics, chemistry, 

informatics, but also to the industrial production of 

new materials, measuring devices, electron devices 

and systems. Using these technologies are performing 

devices and materials containing elements of nano-

dimensional region (from 1 to 100 nm). In this region 

are fulfilling effects of the small dimensions, connect-

ed with the considerable number of interface or sur-

face atoms, in comparison with the quantity of the rest 

number of bulk atoms, as well as manifestation of the 

quantum-mechanical effects, due to the discrete elec-

tron spectra in the systems with small dimensions, to 

the electrons tunneling transport through thin insula-

tors films, as to the electron or atom spines. 

Nanotechnology as science studies the processes in 

and between the nano-dimensional particles, elements, 

devices and systems, as well as the visualization, 

measuring and simulation of these processes, the con-

trol of the technology for their mastering, as well as 

applications of nano-elements, nano-devices, nano-

materials and nano-systems.  

The first nanotechnology stage starts with discov-

ery of tunnel scanning microscope during 1981 and 

discovery of fullerenes during 1985. The scanning 

tunneling microscope, that visualizes the surface of 

imaging sample in atomic level, was discovered by G. 

Binning and H. Rorer, and they being decorated with 

Nobel prize in physics for 1986  [1], [2].  The fuller-

enes was discovered by H. W. Kroto , R.F.Smalley 

and  R.F.Curl , and they were awarded with Nobel 

prize in chemistry in 1996 [3], [4]. Last but not least is 

the discovery and the study of one layer crystals. Such 

crystal from carbon atoms-graphene were created and 

studied in 2004 in Manchester University, UK by К. 

Novoselov and А. Geim, and they being awarded with 

Nobel prize in physics in 2010 [5], [6]. 

Widest applications nanotechnology have found in 

modern electronics. From one side they are bridging 

between the achievements of silicon planar technolo-

gy, which obey market niche for numeric integrated 

circuits of 300 billion dollars USA, as well as for de-

vices, designed by A3B5 semiconductors hetero-

junctions and structures on this base for about 10 bil-

lion dollars USA, and developing during the last years 

nanoelectronics, based on applications of self-

structuring materials-carbon tubes, graphene, fuller-

enes and so ones.   

It have been appointed the next three development 

directions of the nanoelectronics: 
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• Improvement of the existing technologies of fab-

rications of integrated circuits with minimum di-

mensions of orders of 1-20 nm;  

• Creation the nanoelectronic components and sys-

tems based on new physical principles and nano-

dimensional structured materials (as spintronic 

devices, electronics, based on nanotubes, gra-

phene, nano-wires and fullerenes.  

• Nanoelectronics for applications in telecommuni-

cations and informatics, optoelectronics systems, 

quantum computers and components for commu-

nications networks.  

2. Problems of microelectronics, connected with 

decrease of building elements dimensions 

Trend to miniaturization of integral circuits (IC) 

was motivated from complication of electronics sys-

tems and increase of their velocity and memory of 

computers and embedded control systems. 

 

Fig.1. A big IC (silicon chip with dimensions2 2 m). 

Element density and number of functions in mod-

ern IC are increased rapidly, together with the data 

processing frequencies; at decrease of utilized energy 

and mass of microelectronics systems, together with 

their prices, and in the same time are observed in-

creasing of performance and volume of fabrication 

and widening the regions of applications. 

Now on the global market are sold 1019 – 1020 inte-

grated transistors (transistors, included in various IC). 

The integrated circuits (fig.1) contains from tens or 

hundreds to about hundreds millions semiconductor 

active component each, and the critical dimensions of 

the elements in the last generations IC is coming to 45 

nm going to 22 nm. The distance between two neigh-

bors’ transistors is of order of 100-500 nm. If one IC 

is accepted as one city, than transistors are of dimen-

sions of one table and elements of these transistors 

one can imagine as books.  

The modern IC are designed in up to 9 topological 

levels (fig.2), where are situated: downward – usually 

the active components (fig.3, fig.4), and upward – 

metallization, that is realizing the passive components 

of IC and electric interconnections. There (fig.4) inso-

lating barrier must be with a low dielectric constant . 

The velocity of connections in integrated transistors is 

up to 1012 per sec. It is calculated, that if anybody 

manually do this number of connections, it will need 

250 centuries. 

 

Fig.2. Scanning electron micrograph of part of IC. 

The success of the modern electronics provides 

from achievements of planar technology and previous-

ly to achievements of lithography micro-structuring 

technologies. The utilized silicon microcrystalline 

wafers now with diameter up to 30-50 cm. On these 

wafers are situated of order of 5 thousand chips (IC), 

every of which contains millions transistors, and that 

silicon wafer is treating together. At  mastering so 

much (up to hundreds billions) transistors on one wa-

fer there are very high requirements on defects in the 

silicon and in  the  lithography  masks, as well as on 

the materials and control’s processes at fabrications of 

the IC.   
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Fig.3 МОS transistor (Si on insulator)  

in the bottom of IC. 

One of the founders of Intel Corporation (USA) 

Gordon E. Moore (Intel is company fabricated most 

computer microprocessors), in 1965 formulate empiri-

cal law [7], (known as Moore law – fig.5), that is 

saying that number of transistor on a chip are dou-

bling during every 18 months (and in same times the 

dimensions of each transistor is reduced. 

The big volume of sold IC permit to overrate 

considerable increased price of technology equipment 

and the used masks for the last generations IC. A 

modern technology line for production of micropro-

cessors or memories with minimal (crucial) dimen-

sions of structures of 50-100 nm need investments 

about  33 billion USD, and the mask for one of 6 to 9 

lithography treatments of  topological layers at fabri-

cation of IC can be priced up to 1 million USD. Such 

investments over-lied the possibilities of the budget of 

countries like Bulgaria and are too big also for pro-

ducers of IC, which nevertheless to hard concurrency 

are forced to join the possibilities for production of 

last generations IC. And every new four-years cycle 

of new production permit to obtain profit for the win-

ners in technology competition only during the first 

year of fabrication of this new product and in the next 

 

Fig.5. Moore law for microprocessors and data storages. 

 
Fig.4. Cross-section of IC.  There are 7 topological layers. 

Barriers are from SiO2 and used metal is copper. 
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years of the cycle the IC are mastered for getting back 

the money for equipment and profit is coming from 

production of new computers or telecommunication 

systems.   

Critical dimensions in integrated metal-oxide sili-

con transistors (MOS) is the wide of gate electrode, 

why is now up to 45 nm with trend to come to 22 or 

14 nm. Decrease of dimensions of IC components is 

companying with increase of problems of technology, 

circuit or architecture character [8]-[12], problems of 

heat-transfer and quantum-mechanical effects as tun-

neling through very thin gate oxide or along very 

short distance source/drain.   

Another problem belong the small dimensions of 

IC component is power dissipation during operation. 

Nevertheless the power dissipated from one transistor 

is lowered, the density of active component being 

increased and the power losses in IC are increased 

(curve 1 on fig.6). Additionally are increasing and 

leaks losses (current, transported through gate oxide 

or from transistor to silicon wafer or in coplanar tran-

sistors – to insolating island of different type of cur-

rent carriers. On fig.6, curve 2 is shown, that leaks 

losses become comparable with dissipated active 

power. 

 
Fig.6. Comparison of the active power losses (curve 1) 

 and leaks current losses (curve 2). 

The power density that must be conducted from 

silicon wafer (see fig.7) become comparable with this 

conducted by heating device. In the next generations 

of IC, where in one cycle are grooving carbon nano-

tubes, they transfer electrical charges practically with-

out thermal losses (due to negligible electrical re-

sistance) and in the same time are transferred dissipat-

ed heat, due to very high conductivity of carbon nano-

tubes [13], [14]. 

Decrease of dimensions if conductive channel in 

MOS require suitable choice (eventually increase of 

concentrations of dopants) and control of their density 

and distribution in the channel region.  

 

Fig.7. Adsorbed power density in microprocessor IC  

This, together with thinning and increase of 

dielectric constant of the gate oxide, use of solid 

solution of silicon and germanium and application of 

suitable gate metallic electrode (with suitable contact 

potential difference) are major problems, solution of 

which permit prolongation the operating of good 

known and applied silicon industrial technology in 

nano-dimension region at critical dimensions of IC 

of 22 nm or 14 nm. 

3. Nanoelectronic applications in telecommuni-

cations  

The use of wireless communication in the nowa-

days community increases rapidly (fig.8). Electronic 

devices for wireless communication are mobile 

phones, i-phones and GPS, radio-frequency and 

satellite phones, television (HD) receivers, for 

remote IR control systems etc.  

 

Fig.8. Internet traffic using Opera mini mobile browser. 

The data transfer through networks increases the 

use of wireless telecommunications devices 

considerably (together with laptops and table 

computer components that are connected by WiFi as 

well as future exponential increase of medical 

sensors and remote control of home and security sys-

tems, that will improve the quality of human life). 
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Nanotechnology permits, together with decrease of 

dimensions and mass, to lower the price and energy 

needs of telecommunications components. 

It is important, that nanoelectronic applications in 

telecommunication sector permit to be created and 

utilized a new radiofrequency diapason – from few 

GHz to hundreds of GHz (radiofrequency specter is 

limited nature resource).  This option is very im-

portant for near future, due to mentioned rise of data 

processing. As application of this technology are cre-

ating new flexible display utilizing light-emitting di-

odes or quantum dots,  small antennas, optical IC, 

optical lasers, limiters, LiFi techniques for company 

networks, sensors etc.  

Recently were presented [15], [16] nano-

electromechanical resonator from a strip of graphene 

(fig.9), which due to the possibility of big 

mechanical deformation  can be used as tunable 

resonators, filters and mixers in receivers in GHz 

region. In the shown on fig.8 resonator the 

mechanical deformation is result of thermal 

extension of device substrate. 

 
Fig.9. Resonator from a graphene strip. 

In the emerging telecommunication networks will 

be applied next generation electronic-optical 

elements, utilized interaction of light with photon 

crystalline nanostructures, new generation fibre-

optical element and new components based on new 

physical principles. The positive examples of 

radically new communication systems will explain 

how their advances in creating optical components 

capable of manipulating light via nanoscale 

structures can not only increase bandwidth and 

velocity of data processing, as well as break cost-

performance barriers for next-generation fibre 

networks, but also address the FTTP (fiber-to-the-

premise) product market. Developing more compact, 

more efficient, and less expensive communication 

devices will have significant impact on these areas. 

From another side the explosive telecommunica-

tion development will continue to delve further into 

the nano-sciences, it is obvious that the scientific and 

technological advances this research will generate 

will also yield ever vaster amounts of voice, data, 

image and video information. In turn, this 

information will need to be converted into bit 

streams in order to be shared as widely as possible 

with fellow researchers.  

4. Spintronics or magnetoelectronics  

The speed, volume and the price of data storage 

devices are decisive for the quality of computers and 

data processing systems - for that big amount of re-

sources and effort are focused to improvement of 

data memories. But limitations of lithography 

resolution, atomic structure of the materials, 

quantum effects in nano - magnetized materials 

connected with dimensional effects are requiring 

development of new ideas. Spintronics, sometimes 

called magnetoelectronics, utilizes quantum spin of 

electrons, instead their electron charge.  The electron 

spin present a system from two states of the magnetic 

energy of electron. The spin play minimal role in 

convention electronics, where is in use the transfer of 

electron charge.  There are prognostications that 

electron spin can play in future a role that is 

comparable with electron charge. Spin polarized 

current or spin current transfer is result of non-

balanced of these two states of electron spin at Fermi 

level in magnetized metals under action of outer 

magnetic field. It is also possible to generate spin 

wave, presenting wave-like change of spin directions 

of the neighbor electrons. The distinguishing (or 

filtering) of the spin polarized current is possible 

using filters from magnetic layers. In dependence of 

the alignment of electron spin vectors or due to their 

antiparallel state in these layers the resistance will be 

lowest or higher.  

On fig.10 is shown  sandwich from two magnetic 

layers and one thin nonmagnetic film of thickness of 

order of one nm, in which ferromagnetic layers (1 и 

3) are magnetized in anti-parallel direction, and non-

magnetic film between that -2, is limit of magnetic 

interaction between  ferromagnetic layers and to 

make difficult self-acting alignment the direction of 

magnetization.  
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Fig.10. Principe of operation of spin valve. There 1 and 3 

are Thin films from ferro-magnetic material. 

On fig.11 are shown the dependencies of electrical 

resistance of the sandwich from thin films, shown 

schematically on the fig.9 (in studied case the films 1 

and 3 are from iron, and 2 is from chrome). 

Experimentally is observed a big change of electrical 

resistance, and resistance variation is biggest at thin-

ner nonmagnetic film and decrease with increase of 

the magnetic field. The studies shown that in absence 

of magnetic field, as result of alignment or antiparallel 

direction of the magnetization  of the layers 1and 3 the 

sandwich resistance is small or big. This effect get 

name Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) [18], [19] and 

the discovering researchers Albert Fert and Peter 

Grunberg were awarded with Nobel prize of physics 

in 2007. This discovery made revolution in magnetic 

memories in the computers after 1997, and was im-

pact in research in lot of connected regions.  

 
Fig.11. Change of magneto-resistance at variation of outer 

magnetic field at three thicknesses of film2 at temperature 4.2К. 

The idea for use small areas of magnetized mag-

netic tape for storage and transfer of information is 

now on more than 115 years. From encyclopedia 

Britannica can see that V. Poulsen in 1898 take on 

magnetic tape and participate in fabrication and mar-

keting of device, which use such a tape. This discov-

ery have not success and utilization of new idea was 

delayed to the times of speaking cinematograph.  Ana-

log magnetic devices from the second half of last cen-

tury provide during the first times the community, 

offices and homes with audio and instrumental infor-

mation (magneto-phones), which than go through 

visual analog writing, to come to matured state (com-

paring the density of numerical data storage, time for 

obtaining and prize) in the computers. Magnetic 

memories, which are stored data at lack of energy 

sources being for long time the best candidates for 

storage of information. Electronic memories are con-

curring on much characteristics, but requiring energy 

sources, to keep write data. The conventional way of 

reading the magnetic tape or later information storage 

devices as floppy-disk and hard-disk is use of induc-

tive coils, situated on small distance from moving 

locally magnetized surface of the disk.  In agreement 

with Faraday law, if the magnetic field through wire 

coil is changing, there are is generating signal. If we 

add coils and magnetic core the generating pulse will 

be amplifying. The distance between the disk and 

reading head and dimensions of magnetic core must 

being optimized, and signal from one of the areas of 

magnetized surface (called magnetic domain) will be 

well distinguished from the background, creating by 

the neighbor domains.  

In the beginning of 90-th years of last century in-

stead electromagnetic induction for the heading of 

information from magnetic hard disks starts use of 

resistance of electrical conductive material under ac-

tion of magnetic field (anisotropic magnetic-

resistance), which depends on direction of magnetic 

field [20]. Lord Kelvin in 19 century discovery that in 

one magnetic metal the electrical resistance depends 

from direction of current flowing in comparison with 

the direction of magnetization vector.   In the many 

materials the difference between aligned and antipar-

allel directions of current and magnetizations is small  

(from a part of % up to 2-3% from the average re-

sistance) but in La1-xCaxMnO   the anisotropy of 

magnetic resistance is up to 8% at temperature 160K 

intensity of magnetic induction B=0,5Т. During 1997 

the read magnetic head of the computer’s hard discs 

utilizes Giant Magnetoresistance. In this case 

magnetization of one of magnetic layers is stabilized 

from neighbor hard magnetized layer [19], and the 

second soft ferromagnetic layer is changing the 

direction of magnetic field under interactions of 

moving on small distances domain on the surface of 

the hard disc (fig.12). 
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Fig.12. Scheme of hard disc with read and write head. 

There are shown directions of disk movements and 

magnetization of magnetic domains. 

Use of read heads based on GMR the velocity of 

increasing the information density written in computer 

discs is doubled every 12 months [19]. About 2006 

start utilization of perpendicular recording of magnet-

ic domains on surface of hard discs (contrary to 

fig.12, where recording is longitudinal of the disk 

surface and the disk movement). The next generations 

of magnetic layers on hard disks contain pillars from 

ferromagnetic material, embedded in nonmagnetic 

media (fig.13, fig.14). 

 
Fig.13. Nano-pillars for magnetic media for 65 Gbit/in2. 

 

Fig.14. Scheme of the quantized magnetic disk for writing 

Numerical information from 20 Gbit/cm2 to100 Gbit/cm2, 

with prognostication to reach to 4000 Gbit/cm2. 

From about 2004 was developed a new generation 

hard discs in the read heads on GMR are used tunnel-

ing magnetic junctions (ТМJ). The structure of one 

ТМJ is similar of structure magnetic valve, shown on 

fig.9, but instead the barrier from nonmagnetic mate-

rial 2 between two ferro-magnetic layers 1 and 3 is a 

thinner barrier from insolating materials, as example 

from Al2O3, МgО, ТiОx. It have been discovered, that 

electron spin during tunneling transfer are not 

changed, and direction of magnetization aligned or 

antiparallel open or closed the tunneling current flow-

ing through the tunneling   magnetic   junction. The 

number of utilized layers in read head is increased 

adding an antiferromagnetic layer for stabilization of 

the magnetization of one of the magnetic layers or 

utilized a system from three magnetic layers, between 

which there are situated two insolating barrier layers.   

In the same time are developing magnetic and spin 

read only memories (МRОМ и SROM), based on 

GMR and ТМJ, which are in competition in all pa-

rameters and  are better due to lack of need from en-

ergy source to keep the stored data in modern elec-

tronic static and dynamic ROM and flash memories. 

Conclusions 

The electronic elements in the modern series IC 

will reach the critical element of 22 or 14 nm on base 

of nowadays improved silicon technology (electron 

lithography, molecular epitaxy, magnetron sputtering, 

ion etching and other technologies from approach 

“top-down”. In the same time hybrid transistor from 

solid solutions of  semiconductor materials, as well as 

based on new principles and materials (in the first 

time this are self-organized materials as nano-tubes, 

nano-wires, graphene and other one layered crystals) 

will be developed.  

Printed electronics and related reel-to-reel manu-

facturing may be the another disruptive solutions that 

enable new kind of electronics industry: low cost, 

large area electronics that will open new applications 

in embedding electronics into human environments; 

we can imagine wall sized, interactive, touch sensitive 

panels, or new low cost useful computing and com-

munication devices for developing countries.  

Devices using wireless communication range from 

TV receivers, RF IC, mobile phones and satellites 

telecommunication devices. Internet access from mo-

bile phones and tablets is growing exponentially, 

which puts increasing demands on the performance of 

mobile devices and networks. Radio frequency elec-

tronic components use a lot of passive components, 

which cannot be miniaturized as fast as transistors and 

digital electronics circuits. It is foreseen that within 
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the next 10‐15 years the current RF technologies will 

not be able to meet the ever increasing performance 

requirements of mobile handsets without the nano-

technologies. Wireless sensors for health and sports 

monitoring have already become commonplace, and 

wireless connections are used extensively between 

household devices, in security systems and in moni-

toring and logistics systems in factories and ware-

houses. 

Radio frequencies IC are clearly the first area 

where the manufacturing solutions based on bottom 

up self-assembling processes could simplify electron-

ics manufacturing and lower the investments and as-

sets needed for establishing manufacturing sites. 

The telecommunication networks processing ava-

lanche of information converted it into bit streams. 

Today’s networks (far too many of which still remain 

at the megabyte-level) are simply too slow to handle 

this. New nano-electronics developments will only be 

able to meet their full potential if they can be shared 

with - and wirelessly connected to the end user. Only 

a radically more powerful network can do this. More-

over, bandwidth 5000 times faster than today’s current 

bandwidth will unleash a variety of new products and 

open as-yet-untold markets. (Let just consider how 

improvements in data storage led to the development 

of the Ipod and its concomitant markets. Now imagine 

how continued advances in data storage and super-

powerful computers - when coupled with equally 

powerful advances in bandwidth - will lead to similar 

new products and markets). 
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